Little Horse shoe 1
A. Basic knowledge of the horse and tack
Different Colours

Basic body parts

Halter

Saddle

Bridle

Whips

Saddle blanket

B. Handling a horse
1. Grooming and grooming kit



Grooming Kit:
Keep all your grooming kit items together in a bag or box.



Hoof Pick:



Plastic or Rubber Curry Comb: for removing caked mud from.



Metal curry comb: made of metal for cleaning the Body Brush. Not to be used on a horse.



Body Brush or Soft Brush: for removing dust and scurf from the coat, mane and tail.



Stable Sponge: for cleaning the eyes, nose, muzzle and dock.

How to groom a horse:




Before you start grooming, put a halter on your horse so that he can't walk away.
Check for thorns, stones.
Pick out his feet with the hoof pick, cleaning it from heel to toe, this
way there is no risk of pick penetrating the soft parts of the frog.
Clean the cleft of the frog and the space on each side of the frog.



Brushing of the horse:

2. Approaching and behavior of and around a horse

DO’S and DON’TS around a horse
- No screaming
- No running
- No sudden movements
- Make sure the horse sees you at all times
- Never go behind the horse

Horse language

Content and relaxed

Alert

Friendly

Hyper

Unfriendly

About to kick

Sick

Fearful

3. Use of a halter, and leading of a horse
Handling and leading
Horses are herd animals. When they get scared they want to run away from danger (flight instict). If they
feel cornered they might kick to try to defend themselves. Their eyes are on the side of their head so they
can see almost all around them. There are two Blind spots where the horse can not see, (right infront of his
nose and behind his rump).

Approaching and catching a horse:
When going up to a horse, speak to it so that it knows you are coming.
Go toward his shoulder instead of straight toward his face and never
approach from the behind it. Let him sniff your hand. Stand by his left
shoulder, facing forward. Put the lead rope around his neck, near the
ears, to keep him standing still while you are putting on the halter.

Leading a horse:
When leading a horse, you should
always use a halter with lead rope.
When leading from the left hold the
lead rope with your right hand about
6 inches from the halter ring. With
your left hand hold the rest of the
lead rope, folded up so it won't drag
on the ground. The lead rope must
never be looped around your hand.

When you want your horse to start
walking, you must be in a leading
position. Stand beside his neck,
facing the front. With a little pull on
the lead rope and a voice command
ask him to "walk on". Don't let the
horse walk behind you to prevent
him from jumping on you should he
get a fright. To stop the horse, stop
walking and give a soft pull on the

lead rope. While turning around always walk around the horse so that he does not step on your
feet or walk over you.

C. Basic gear of the rider










Helmet: At many stables it is compulsory to wear a
helmet. According to the rules of the FEI it must fitted
with a three point harness and is to be worn at all times
when on a horse (no matter if bareback, dressage or
jumping is done)
Shoes: Just like the helmet, suitable shoes should be worn for the
riders’ own protection. To avoid the foot slipping through, the
stirrup all shoes must have a heal and shoelaces should be
avoided.
Chaps/boots: Chaps or boots are worn to protect the rider’s leg as
well as for stability. It is of utmost importance to ensure that the
zip of the boots or chaps points back or out and never towards the
saddle or body of the horse.
Gloves: Gloves are optional and are worn to protect the
hands of the rider. It is important to ensure that the gloves
fit tightly around the hands and fingers (without impairing
the feel and movability of the fingers) and are not too thick
so that the grip of the rains is ensured.
Pants: Riding pants should have a skinny fit to avoid the rider getting sores from the
saddle and stirrup leather. Tight are not suitable for riding, as they are too thin.

D. Basic riding
Mounting and dismounting
How to mount:
















stand next to your horses left shoulder, facing his tail
hold both reins in your left hand on top of his neck, short enough that he won't walk off
put the extra loop of rein ( called the bight ) on the far side
with your right hand take the back of the stirrup iron and turn it toward you
put your left foot into the stirrup with your toe down, so you won't poke the horse in the belly
put your right hand on the pommel or in the middle of the seat
never put your hand on the cantle, as this can pull the saddle over
turn so you are facing the horses side and spring up from your right foot, and stand for a moment
with both legs together and your weight
on your hands
swing your right leg over the horses
rump, be careful not to kick him
catch your weight on your knees and
sink gently into the saddle
never come down hard on your horses
back
put your right foot into the stirrup and
take your reins in both hands
don't let your horse move until you are
ready
if you are too short, you can get help
from someone or stand on a step, a
mounting block.

How to dismount:









put both reins and whip in the left hand, with the bight on the right side of the horses neck
take both feet out of the stirrups
put your right hand on the pommel or on the horses neck, lean forward and swing your right leg
over the horses rump, making sure not to kick his rump
turn and slide down with your side
against the horse, so that you land
facing forward
after dismounting, take the reins over
the horses head, run up the stirrups
loosen the girth one to two holes for
comfort
never dismount by swinging your leg
forward over your horses neck since
you have to let go of your reins to do
this, and if your horse moves off you
could land on the back of your head.

Tightening the Girth:

How to hold the reins correctly:









to pick up the reins, lay your reins on the
horse's neck
put your thumbs together, palms down
pick up the reins and turn the ends of the
reins forward, with your thumbs on top
your little finger may be inside of the
rein, or the rein may go between your
little finger and your ring finger
your hands should be closed in a soft fist
(not with open fingers, which can let the
reins slip, or with tight, hard fists).
The loop of the reins (bight) should be
under the reins for safety

The correct Seat:
The way you sit makes all the difference
to your riding. A good riding position
makes it easy for you to stay on your
horse and to ride in balance, and it is
comfortable for you and your horse.
Sitting wrong makes it harder to ride and
can make you sore, and can give your
horse a backache.
Seat:












sit on your seat bones, deep in the
centre of the saddle
if you rock your seat a little, you
will feel two bones like the
rockers of a rocking chair
sit on your seat bones, not on the
front of your seat or on the
buttocks
sit deep and tall in the saddle
if you take a deep breath, you will
feel your back get taller and more
relaxed and your seat gets deeper
let your legs hang down long and
relaxed, and your head balanced
over your shoulders
sit evenly in the middle of the
saddle, not off to one side.

Stirrups and feet:






when your legs hang down, the
bottom of your stirrup iron should touch just below your ankle bones
if your stirrups are too long, you will bounce and dangle your legs
if your stirrups are too short, they will push your legs forward and your seat backward
your stirrup should be under the ball of your foot, and your heels should be down
your toes should point out a little (about as much as your knees) they should not be turned in or
stick way out

Legs:






Your legs should hang down so that they lie gently against the saddle and the horse’s side.
they should not grip or pinch the saddle (this makes you stiff), but they should not stick out either
the inside of your calf should be slightly touching your horse's side
your toes should be just under your knees, not out ahead of them
your feet should hang underneath your seat.

Head and Eyes:





your head is quite heavy, it controls your balance
if your head tips down or to the side, your horse will feel it and may think he is supposed to stop or
turn
your eyes steer your head
if you look up and out over your horse's head, it helps your head (and the rest of you) stay in
balance.

Shoulders, Arms and Hands:






let your shoulders hang down wide and relaxed
your arms hang down under your shoulders, close to your ribs
keep a gentle bend in your elbows
do not stick your forearms stiffly out ahead of you or poke your elbows out to the side
Keep your hands low, with your forearms and knuckles pointing toward the horse's mouth.

Basic control - the Aids:
Horses can't understand human talk the way we can, but we must have some way to communicate with
them. The "Aids" are the signals you use to help your horse understand what you want him to do. They are
your legs, your hands, your seat and sometimes your voice. Since a horse is trained to obey certain signals,
you have to learn how to give the proper aids, or signals, so he can understands you and do what you want.
If you don't give him the right aids at the right time, he will be confused. The simple Aids are:

Legs: a short squeeze of both legs (using the calf muscle) and a nudge with the heels means go forward. A
squeeze with one leg means to turn that way.

Hands: your hands hold the reins, which are attached to a bit in the horse's mouth, so use them smoothly
and gently. Both hands squeezing backwards (like squeezing water out of a sponge) means to stop or slow
down. One hand moving out to the side means to turn that way. To let the horse move forward, both
hands must relax.

Seat: your horse can feel your seat through the saddle. When you relax your seat and sit deep and tall, it
tells him to slow down or stop. When you look to one side and turn your head and your body, he knows he
should turn the way you are looking.

Voice: your voice is only used to help out the other aids and not to use instead of them. A low, gentle
"Whoa" or "Easy" can help calm down a nervous horse, and a short "cluck" sound may help get a lazy horse
to move on. Remember to praise your horse with a "good boy" and a pat on the neck when he does what
you want.

Aids should be short, like a heartbeat. You use an aid and then relax it right away. If your horse doesn't pay
attention, give him another short aid, a bit stronger, but not longer. Sometimes it may take four to five aids
before he understood and starts to obey you. As soon as he begins to obey, ease up on your aids.

Walk, Stop and Turn:
Walk: A walk is a four-beat gait (it sounds like "one, two, three, four”). First, look ahead where you want to
go. Make sure your reins are short enough so that you can just feel your horse's mouth. Squeeze your legs
against your horse's sides once to make him listen, then give him two short nudges with your leg to tell him
to walk on. Let your hands go forward a little to "follow" his head as he starts to walk. Once the horse is in
the walk keep on squeezing alternatively with your legs to encourage the horse to keep walking.
Stop: To stop your horse, take a deep breath and sit tall, with your shoulders back. Close your legs in
against your horse's sides and keep your heels down, then stop following with your arms and hands, and
squeeze your fingers several times, like squeezing water out of a sponge. Squeeze as strongly as you have
to in order to make it work. Let your hands and legs ease up as he stops.
Turn: First, look the way you want to turn. Sit up tall and turn your seat a little bit, and take your hand out
to the side (away from the horse’s neck). This asks him to turn his head and shows him where to go. Your
other hand must ease up enough to let him turn. Use both legs to keep him going, and let your outside leg
(the one you are turning away from) slide back a little. This helps to control his hindquarters.
Trot: A trot is a two-beat gait (it sounds like "one, two, one, two”). It is a little faster and more bouncy than
the walk. The aid for the trot are similar as for walking except for that you squeeze with both your legs
simultaneously until you get your horse to trot. Be careful not to pull back on the reins, or the horse won't
trot. When you ride the trot, it helps to breathe deep, relax and sit up tall. Keep your shoulders back and let
your legs hang down. Let your knees, hips and ankles be soft and springy to take up the bounce. You can
pull on the pommel to get your seat deep and your rein hand still and quiet, you can try letting go of the
saddle and holding the reins in both hands. But if you start to bounce or lose your balance, catch the
pommel quickly so you don't hurt the horse's mouth. Practice with short, slow trots until you are quite
comfortable sitting at the trot.
Trotting and Posting:
Posting (also called rising) is an easier way of riding a faster or bouncy trot. In a posting trot, you let your
horse lift you up with one bounce and sit down with the next. This is easier on his back and is less tiring for
you when trotting long distances. To learn to post or rise to the trot, you will need a good balance and
control at the trot first. At a steady trot, count with your horses rhythm: "one, two, one, two" …. You will
feel him lift or push you up with every bounce (on "one"). You sit back down on the next step (on "two").
When you are balanced just right and catch his rhythm, it feels like you are "with" him perfectly and
posting is easy. Remember, the bounce of your horses trot does all the lifting - don't try to lift yourself up
and down. You should only post as high as he lifts you, which is usually very close to the saddle, not
standing up high. When you are learning to post, keep your hands on the horse’s neck or hold a neck strap,
so your hands don't bounce and jerk his mouth or make you lose your balance. Keep your eyes up and look
ahead, and let your heels sink down. It is much easier to post if your horse trots steadily along the rail than
if he slows down, speeds up, or cuts into the centre.

To keep your horse close to the rail:
Many horse's like to cut their corners and come into the centre of the ring. To keep your horse on the track
(next to the rail), first look ahead where you want him to go. Next, squeeze or nudge with your inside leg
(the leg toward the centre of the ring) as you steer him out toward the rail with both hands.

To change Direction:
When you turn and go the other way, it is called a "change of direction". Before you change direction, your
horse should be walking straight, next to the rail. To change direction, look across the ring in the direction
you want to turn. Make a turn across the ring. In the middle of the ring, look the other way. Turn your eyes,
your seat (just a little), and your hands toward the new direction, and use your legs to keep you horse
going. As you get to the rail, you will be going the other way.

Riding in a group:
When riding together with other riders always keep one horses length between the horses. When looking
over your horse's ears you should be able to see the horse's feet riding in front of you. Should you only see
the legs or hindquarters, you are too close to the horse in front of you. To put some distance between your
horse and the one in front of you, you can ride deeper into the corners or ride a circle. Should you be able
to see the horse’s feet and a lot of ground between you, then you are too far away and you need to ride
forward a bit more.

Emergency Stop:

The horse might stop during any one of the stages of the emergency stop and probably will, as long as the
rider keeps tension on the reins and his heels firmly down. The important things are to keep tension on the
reins all the time until the horse stops and to keep the heels down. If the heel come up, the horse can pull
the rider forward. When practicing the skill on a horse, use a very light touch or practice with a rope tied to
a fence.

Emergency dismount
Start with the horse standing still, then:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Drop your stirrups
Lay your reins up by the ears of the horse, or as far as you can reach, out of the way.
Place your hands on the horse's neck or the saddle, whichever is more comfortable for you.
Swing your legs forward and back as you lift on your hands and push off. You should be
able to click your heels over the rump of the horse before you push off. One method of
dismounting is to drop both stirrups and vault off. This is the same thing, with more
enthusiasm.

If a rider knows he can get off more or less whenever he want, he will have more confidence. That's
why it's wise to have your students practice the emergency dismount. Learn to get off either side
at any gait. It should be used only when the alternative is a serious accident. The emergency
dismount at more than a walk in itself quite dangerous.
The Rider should land away from the horse facing the same way as the horse is travelling.

